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Abstract: Studying the interaction between the upper ocean and the typhoons is crucial to improve
our understanding of heat and momentum exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere.
In recent years, the upper ocean responses to typhoons have received considerable attention. The sea
surface cooling (SSC) process has been repeatedly discussed. In the present work, case studies
were examined on five strong and super typhoons that occurred in 2016—LionRock, Meranti,
Malakas, Megi, and Chaba—to search for more evidence of SSC and new features of typhoons’
impact on sea surface features. Monitoring data from the Central Meteorological Observatory, China,
sea surface temperature (SST) data from satellite microwave and infrared remote sensing, and sea
level anomaly (SLA) data from satellite altimeters were used to analyze the impact of typhoons on
SST, the relationship between SSC and pre-existing eddies, the distribution of cold and warm eddies
before and after typhoons, as well as the relationship between eddies and the intensity of typhoons.
Results showed that: (1) SSC generally occurred during a typhoon passage and the degree of SSC was
determined by the strength and the translation speed of the typhoon, as well as the pre-existing sea
surface conditions. Relatively lower sea level (or cold core eddy) favors causing intense SSC; (2) After
a typhoon passed, the SLA obviously decreased along with the SSC. The pre-existing positive SLAs
or warm eddies decreased or disappeared during the typhoon’s passage, whereas negative SLAs
or cold eddies were enhanced. It is suggested that the presence of warm eddies on the path has
intensified the typhoons; (3) A criterion based on the ratio of local inertial period to application time
of the typhoon wind-forcing was raised to dynamically distinguish slow- and fast-moving typhoons.
And subcritical (slow-moving) situations were found in the LionRock case at its turning points where
a cold core eddy was generated by long-time forcing. Moreover, the LionRock developed into a
super typhoon due to reduced negative feedback when it was stalling over a comparably warmer sea
surface. Therefore, the distinctive LionRock case is worthy of further discussion.

Keywords: typhoon; sea surface temperature; sea level anomaly; sea surface cooling; warm eddy;
cold eddy

1. Introduction

The Northwestern Pacific Ocean is the largest ocean area with typhoons, hurricanes, or tropical
cyclones, accounting for more than 30% of the total number worldwide [1]. As severe weather
phenomena, typhoons not only cause serious damage to coastal areas, but also constantly change the
thermodynamic characteristics of the ocean during their passage. It is generally thought that typhoons
play an important role in regulating the momentum, heat, and material exchange between the upper
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ocean and the atmosphere. Improving our understanding of typhoon–ocean interactions is required to
formulate more accurate typhoon predictions [2–6].

During a typhoon, one of the most remarkable responses of the ocean is a significant reduction
in sea surface temperature (SST) [7–14], known as sea surface cooling (SSC). The observed drop in
SST could vary tremendously from about 2 ◦C [11] to even 11 ◦C [10]. Typhoon-generated SSC and
current velocity increases are often strongly rightward-biased [7,15–17], and shifts toward the typhoon
track at depths exceeding roughly 100 m [18–20]. However, the left side of the typhoon track may also
experience significant SSC due to intense precipitation [21,22]. The degree of SSC is generally thought
to be determined by the intensity and translation speed of the typhoon and the pre-existing ocean
conditions, such as SST, sea surface height (SSH), mixed layer depth (MLD), thermocline structure, etc.

It has been suggested that the typhoon’s translation speed has vital importance to typhoon–ocean
interaction. Slow-moving intense typhoons generate strong upwelling, which enhances the entrainment
underneath and reduces the rightward bias [7], while fast-moving ones cause a transient surface
intensified response and expose themselves for a shorter period to the cooling sea surface, both of
which tend to reduce the negative SST feedback [2]. Lin et al. [23] indicated that a lower translation
speed demands a much higher enthalpy flux to maintain the intensity of a tropical cyclone, which is
consistent with the argument that there exists a minimum translation speed for intensification whose
value grows with the intensity of tropical cyclones [2]. A criterion to determine whether the typhoon
is slow was raised upon the so-called Froude number (the ratio of translation speed to first baroclinic
mode speed) [24]. A subcritical (slow-moving) situation was found to have facilitated SSC and mixed
layer deepening due to the absence of inertial-gravity waves in the wake of the typhoon.

Moreover, the interactions between typhoons and ocean mesoscale eddies were also emphasized.
The SST inside pre-existing cyclonic (cold) eddies drops remarkably after the passage of a typhoon
because cold deep water is easily raised due to uplifted thermocline and large current shear under
the base of the mixed layer [10,25–33]. A tremendous SSC of 10.8 ◦C was recorded when Typhoon
Kai-Tak passed over the cyclonic West Luzon Eddy in 2000 [28]. However, in contrast to the significant
SSC, only 10% of the cyclonic eddies passed by super typhoons were intensified during the period
2000–2008 [32]. This may suggest that only under slow-moving typhoons can strong upwelling due to
long-time forcing efficiently enhance and enlarge the cyclonic eddies. In this case, new cyclonic eddies
were also found to be generated [32,34–36].

Compared with cyclonic eddies, anticyclonic (warm) eddies are not significantly impacted by
typhoons. The comparably warmer surface and higher heat content in anticyclonic eddies, however,
tends to reduce the negative feedback due to SSC induced by upwelling and vertical mixing [37,38].
Lin et al. [39] reported that super typhoon Maemi caused a weak SSC of only 0.5 ◦C inside a warm
eddy, quite smaller than the value (2 ◦C) outside, while the typhoon was rapidly intensified due to the
presence of the warm eddy. On the contrary, the rapid collapse of category 4 hurricane Kenneth when
it stalled over a cold eddy was reported [40]. It was said that the slow translation speed of Kenneth
caused significant SSC of 8–9 ◦C which turned the enthalpy fluxes to negative and cut off direct ocean
energy flux to the hurricane.

In the present work, we examined the impact of five major typhoons passing the Northwestern
Pacific Ocean in 2016. We analyzed meteorological records and remote-sensing data and focused on
the following: (1) the impact of the typhoon on SST and the relationship between SSC and pre-existing
eddies; and (2) distribution of cold and warm eddies before and after a typhoon and the relationship
between the eddy and intensity of typhoon. More evidence for typhoon-induced SSC was found
and the pre-existence of a warm eddy was suggested to intensify the typhoon during its passage.
Moreover, a subcritical (slow-moving) situation was found in the LionRock case at its turning points
which is worth further discussion in the following research.
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2. Data and Methods

Five strong and super typhoons (Table 1) that occurred in the Northwestern Pacific Ocean from
20 August 2016 to 5 October 2016 were selected for case studies in the present work, including
LionRock, Meranti, Malakas, Megi, and Chaba. These five typhoons occurred consecutively with
considerable impact, and followed three different types of path (Figure 1). The typhoon monitoring
data were released by the Central Meteorological Observatory on the internet in real time (http:
//typhoon.nmc.cn/web.html). The data included typhoon center positions, minimum air pressures,
maximum wind speeds, and average translation speeds.

Table 1. Information about the five typhoons in 2016.

Name Code No. Duration (h) Path Type Max Wind Speed (m/s)

LionRock 1610 276 SW to NE 50
Meranti 1614 147 NW (sea path) 70
Malakas 1616 177 NW to NE 52

Megi 1617 135 NW 52
Chaba 1618 180 NW to NE 60
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The SST data were obtained using microwave (MW) remote-sensing (TMI, AMSR-E, AMSR2,
and WindSat) and infrared (IR) remote sensing (Terra MODIS and Aqua MODIS). The time resolution
is 1 day, and the spatial resolution is 9 km (ftp://ftp.remss.com/sst/daily_v04.0/mw_ir/). To avoid
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statistically insignificant effects, we considered the cooling of the typhoon track area during the
typhoon’s birth and disappearance as being caused by the typhoon crossing. Therefore, we selected
the lowest temperature of the grid during the statistical period as the temperature after typhoon transit,
and the temperature field of the previous day was subtracted from the temperature field generated by
the typhoon to obtain the cooling distribution of the study area.

Satellite altimeters provided us with a useful method of obtaining long-term data on global sea
level anomaly (SLA), which has been proven to be in good agreement with in situ observations, such
as the tide gauge [41]. The SLA data are released by the Satellite Oceanographic Data Center (AVISO)
of the Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales through its official website. This data are mainly composed
of TOPEX/POSEIDON, Jason-1, and ERS/Envisat altimeter satellites, with a time resolution of 1 day
and a spatial resolution of 0.25◦. The data included SLA and geostrophic flow velocity (u/v) data.
In the study area, the determination of the center and extent of cold and warm eddies was performed
using the geostrophic velocity field.

3. Results

3.1. LionRock

Typhoon LionRock developed from a disturbance in the Pacific open ocean. It moved slowly
northwestward under the guidance of the subtropical high, and the typhoon intensity gradually
strengthened. On 17–18 August 2016, it encountered a high-level eddy in the troposphere, resulting
in a significant reduction in convection and intensity. However, on August 19–20, it experienced the
Fujiwhara effect (two typhoon inter-rotational effects) with the Kompasu in the development stage.
It turned south and entered the relatively warm ocean surface. Convection occurred, and its intensity
increased. LionRock developed into a tropical storm. Subsequently, on August 21–22, LionRock displayed
the Fujiwhara effect with Typhoon Mindulle and continued to move southward. The Fujiwhara effect
occurs when cyclones are in proximity to one another; their centers will begin orbiting cyclonically about a
point between the two systems due to their cyclonic wind circulations [42]. It became a strong tropical
storm and developed into a typhoon at 8:00 a.m. on August 24, with a maximum wind speed of 35 m/s.
At 2:00 p.m., it developed into a strong typhoon with a maximum wind speed of 42 m/s and was oriented
in the southwest direction. At 2:00 a.m. on August 26, LionRock was affected by the Western North
Pacific subtropical high (WNPSH) and changed its direction from southwest to northeast, with its intensity
gradually strengthening. At 2:00 p.m. on August 28, it developed into a super typhoon and maintained its
strength until August 29 at 2:00 p.m. From 8:00 p.m. on August 29 to 2:00 a.m. on August 30, it gradually
turned to the northwest. It made landfall in Japan at 5:00 p.m. on August 30 and reached Northeast China
at 5:00 a.m. on August 31, 2016.

LionRock caused a certain degree of cooling (>2 ◦C) in a large area where it passed over the sea
(Figure 2). The cooling of the right side of the path was more obvious than that of the left side, and the
cooling was greatest at the turning point of the typhoon path and when the typhoon wind speed was
relatively large. The cooling area at the turning point of the typhoon path was concentrated in a circular
area. The cooling center of the typhoon straight-through area was about 100 km on the right side of the
typhoon path, and the cooling area was also approximately circular with a cooling radius of about 200 km.
The SLA distribution (Figure 3a) before the passage of Typhoon LionRock was obviously related to the
cooling distribution. From Figure 3a, before the typhoon crossing (19 August 2016), where the SLA value
was positive (i.e., it was in a warm eddy area), the cooling was low (<3 ◦C). When the SLA before a typhoon
crossing is negative (i.e., it is in a cold eddy area), the cooling caused by LionRock was relatively high and
the cooling eddy center was close to the center of the cold eddy. The SLA distribution (Figure 3a) before
the passage of Typhoon LionRock was obviously related to the cooling distribution. Before the typhoon
crossing, where the SLA value was positive (i.e., it was in a warm eddy area), the cooling was low (<3 ◦C).
When the SLA before a typhoon crossing was negative (i.e., it is in a cold eddy area), the cooling was
relatively high and the cooling eddy center was close to the center of the cold eddy.
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Figure 3. Distribution of cold and warm eddies alongside the path of Typhoon LionRock (a) before
the typhoon was generated (19 August 2016), (b) during the typhoon (25 August 2016), (c) during the
typhoon (27 August 2016), and (d) after Typhoon LionRock passed (1 September 2016). The color on
the typhoon path is consistent with Figure 1. The bold black solid line outside the blue * (cold eddy)
and the red * (warm eddy) represents the boundary of that eddy. Red solid contours represent positive
sea level anomaly (SLA), whereas blue dashed contours represent negative SLA or zero. The colored
stars on the path represent the location of the typhoon during the day.
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At the same time, it can be seen from Figure 3d that after LionRock passed (1 September 2016),
the position of cold and warm eddies and their radii changed significantly. The cold eddies increased
and moved toward the area close to the typhoon path, and the warm eddies weakened and moved away
from the typhoon path. In particular, on 25 August, the typhoon reached the turning point and a new cold
eddy was generated at the turning point (box A in Figure 3b). At 2:00 a.m. on 26 August, the typhoon
turned from southwest to northeast, and the cold eddy generated in the box A disappeared. On 27 August,
the typhoon traveled to the box B region, forming a new strong cold eddy on the left side of the path
(Figure 3c). LionRock also strengthened the cold eddies in the southwest and northeast to some extent.

Figure 4 shows the maximum wind speed and the typhoon center pressure at various points
along the typhoon path, as well as the day’s SLA. Two different degrees of typhoon enhancement
(wind speed increase and pressure decrease) occurred after LionRock passed the high SLA area and
continued for some time. On 24 August, the typhoon passed the high value SLA zone (15–30 cm),
the maximum wind speed of the typhoon increased from 30 to 50 m/s, and the central pressure rapidly
dropped from 980 hpa to 940 hpa. From 27 August to 29 August, LionRock passed through a relatively
high-value SLA area twice (>15 cm). The center wind speed increased twice, from 42 s to 52 m/s,
and the center pressure decreased by 20 hpa. However, when the typhoon passed through regions
with low SLA values, it maintained its strength or was weakened to a certain extent.
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3.2. Meranti and Malakas

Typhoon Meranti formed on the afternoon of 10 September 2016. It strengthened into a typhoon
(at 17.6◦ N, 131.7◦ E) on the early morning of 12 September, strengthened into a strong typhoon at
8:00 a.m. on 12 September (at 18.0◦ N, 130.4◦ E), and strengthened to a super typhoon at 18.1◦ N,
129.9◦ E) at 11:00 a.m. on 12 September. In 24 h, the wind speed of Meranti increased from 25 to 62 m/s.
This meant Meranti was a rapidly increasing typhoon. At 2:00 p.m. on 13 September, Meranti reached
its peak intensity and the maximum wind speed near its center reached 70 m/s (over Beaufort scale
17), stronger than the peak strength of this year’s no. 1 typhoon, Nibbert (65 m/s, 17 or above). It was
the strongest typhoon in the global sea area during 2016. Meranti traveled northwest all the way to the
south of Taiwan and on 15 September it landed on the coast of Xiangan District, Xiamen, Fujian, China
(at 24.57◦ N, 118.23◦ E).
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As Typhoon Meranti was developing, another tropical depression was occurring near the typhoon
formation at 08:00 a.m. on 13 September 2016, and it gradually developed into Typhoon no. 15, Malakas
(at 15.8◦ N, 132.1◦ E). Malakas made its way to the northwest at the beginning of its generation, and it
gradually developed into a strong typhoon. It turned northward on the southeastern side of Taiwan on
17 September and then turned northeast on 18 September. The intensity of the system continued to be
strong. After landing on the southern side of Kyushu in Japan on 19 September, it gradually decreased.

Although Meranti was very intense, it did not have a strong cooling effect. It only caused a
small degree of cooling in the southwestern part of the Philippines and the east side of Taiwan, with
a maximum temperature drop of about 2 ◦C (Figure 5a). The largest area of cooling was close to the
strong cold eddy shown in zone C in Figure 6a. Malakas caused a large range of cooling, and the
cooling was obviously rightward biased (Figure 5b).

The formation dates of Typhoons Meranti and Malakas were quite close to each other and their
affected areas were similar. The degree of SST cooling caused by them, however, was very different.
The main reason that the two typhoons caused a great difference in cooling may be that Meranti’s path
had a high SLA level (Figure 6a). At the same time, after Typhoon Meranti crossed, the area’s SLA was
reduced to some extent (Figure 6b), and the SLA distribution also changed. This created favorable
conditions for Typhoon Malakas to cool down. At the same time, Meranti moved quickly on the ocean,
and the time of interaction between Meranti and its passage through the sea area was short, and this
may also be the cause of its limited impact.

After the two typhoons passed the sea area, the SLA in the sea area showed different degrees of
reduction (Figure 6). In particular, after the two typhoons strengthened, the existing warm eddy (at
20◦ N, 124.75◦ E in Figure 6a, box C) disappeared. Meranti’s transit caused a greater reduction than
Malakas in the SLA level. The SLA level had already fallen somewhat during the pass of Malakas,
which caused a certain degree of cooling after it passed.

As shown in Figure 7, the SLA level of the area through which Meranti passed was relatively high
(20–40 cm), which may be one of the reasons for Meranti’s strength (maximum wind speed of 70 m/s),
as typhoon enhancement occurs in high-value SLA regions. At 12:00 p.m. on 12 September, when the
typhoon passed a SLA area with a relatively high value of 20–40 cm, the maximum wind speed of the
typhoon increased from 62 to 70 m/s, and the system grew into a super typhoon. However, when
Meranti passed an area with a relatively low SLA value, the typhoon maintained its original strength or
changed only little. In addition, the apparent weakening of Meranti occurred when it arrived on land.
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Figure 6. Map of the cold and warm vortexes distribution caused by Typhoons Meranti and
Malakas. (a) Before Typhoon Meranti passed (9 September 2016). (b) After Typhoon Meranti passed
(17 September 2016). (c) Before Typhoon Malakas passed (12 September 2016). (d) After Typhoon
Malakas passed (21 September 2016). The color on the typhoon path is consistent with Figure 1.
The bold black solid line outside the blue * (cold eddy) and the red * (warm eddy) represents the
boundary of that eddy. Red solid contours represent positive SLA, whereas blue dashed contours
represent negative SLA or zero.
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Figure 7. Variations in maximum wind speed (blue solid line) and central pressure (green dotted line)
of Typhoon Meranti (upper), and change in SLA (blue solid line, bottom) on the path of Typhoon
Meranti. Black dotted boxes indicate where the typhoon changed dramatically. The part where the line
suddenly disappears in the SLA is when the typhoon passed onto land.

Malakas’ history includes three distinct growths and two reductions, shown in Figure 8. The three
growths occurred after Malakas passed an area with a relatively high SLA value. Malakas continued to
grow after being generated, on 14 September 2016 from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Malakas passed an area
with a relatively low SLA value (−12–2 cm), and the typhoon’s growth stagnated. The maximum wind
speed and center pressure of typhoon were maintained. From 15 September at 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m.
on 16 September, Malakas passed through an area with a relatively high SLA value (20–40 cm).
The maximum wind speed of the typhoon increased from 42 to 50 m/s, and the central pressure
dropped by 10 hpa. From 15 September at 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. on 17 September, Malakas passed
through an area with a relatively low SLA value (−7–3 cm). After the typhoon maintained its strength
for a period, it weakened and then passed through an area with a relatively high SLA value. Then the
typhoon strengthened again at 3:00 p.m. on 18 September 2016.
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3.3. Megi

Typhoon Megi was generated on the Northwest Pacific Ocean 2140 km south of Taitung City,
Taiwan Province at 8:00 a.m. on 23 September 2016. After the typhoon was generated, it headed
northwest toward Taiwan Island. On 25 September, it became a strong tropical storm at 19.4◦ N, 139.8◦

E. It became a super typhoon on 27 September, with a center pressure of 935 hpa and a maximum
wind speed of 52 m/s. On the same day, it landed in Hualian County, Taiwan and weakened after
landing. Then, it landed in Hui’an County, Fujian, China through the Taiwan Strait.

As shown in Figure 9, the cooling of the Typhoon Megi path area is obvious. The maximum
cooling temperature was greater than 5 ◦C, and the resulting cooling distribution did not stop at the
right side of the path. In the early period of typhoon development, it caused a temperature drop of
1–2 ◦C. The cooling area was mainly distributed on the left side of the typhoon’s path. On 24 September,
Megi developed from a tropical depression to a tropical storm, causing a temperature drop of 1–2 ◦C
on the right side of the typhoon path and gradually strengthening into a typhoon. On both sides of the
typhoon path, we found a significant temperature drop of more than 3 ◦C. On 27 September, Megi
developed into a super typhoon and caused strong cooling (>5 ◦C) centered on the typhoon track area.
Comparing Figures 9 and 10b, the positions of cooling centers match well those of the cold eddies,
and the more cold eddies there are, the more obvious the cooling. On the contrary, in areas where the
warm eddies were strong, the cooling was significantly lower than in the surrounding area.
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Figure 9. Map of cooling distribution after Typhoon Megi transit. The color bar value represents the
degree of cooling in ◦C. The color of the typhoon path is consistent with Figure 1.

After Megi passed through the research area, the SLA in the area demonstrated a certain degree
of reduction (Figure 10). Before the typhoon passage, there were two small warm eddies and a small
cold eddy on the southeast side of Taiwan Island (Figure 10a, box E). After the typhoon passage,
the three small eddies merged into one big cold eddy and moved toward the typhoon path (Figure 10b).
The SLA of the cold eddy center was reduced from −15 to −30 cm and the radius of the cold eddy
increased from 30 to 200 km.

As shown in Figure 11, at the beginning of Megi’s formation, the area Megi passed was a
high-value SLA area (0–20 cm), and the maximum wind speed and pressure in the typhoon center
continued to grow until it became a strong typhoon with a maximum center wind speed if 52 m/s and
center pressure of 935 hpa. From 3:00 p.m. on 26 September to 1:00 a.m. on 27 September, after the
typhoon passed an area with a SLA low value (−13–0 cm), the typhoon intensity weakened after being
maintained for some time. The maximum wind speed of the typhoon center dropped to 40 m/s before
the typhoon landed in Taiwan, and the central pressure increased to 960 hpa. After landing in Taiwan,
Megi continued to weaken.
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located on the ocean 580 km northeast of Guam in the United States (14.6° N, 150.0° E). After being 
generated, it traveled westward at a speed of 20–25 km per hour to the vicinity of the Malakas 
generation site. Then it turned to the northwest and became a super typhoon at 8:00 a.m. on 2 
October. The minimum pressure in the center reached 920 hpa. The maximum wind speed reached 
60 m/s. The typhoon went north to east of the East China Sea, and the strong typhoon continued 
until 7:00 p.m. on 4 October 2016. Then it weakened and turned to the northeast and finally hit the 
coast near South Korea’s Pusan. Later, it moved into the Sea of Japan and weakened into an 
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Figure 10. Map of the cold and warm eddy distribution caused by Typhoon Megi (a) before passage
(22 September 2016) and (b) after passage (September 30). The color on the typhoon path is consistent
with Figure 1. The bold black solid line outside the blue * (cold eddy) and the red * (warm eddy)
represents the boundary of that eddy. Red solid contours represent positive SLA, whereas blue dashed
contours represent negative SLA or zero.
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Figure 11. Variations in maximum wind speed (blue solid line) and central pressure (green dotted line)
of Typhoon Megi (upper), and change in SLA (blue solid line, bottom) on the path of Typhoon Megi.
Black dotted box indicates where the typhoon changed dramatically. The part where the line suddenly
disappears in the SLA is when the typhoon passed onto land.

3.4. Chaba

Typhoon Chaba was formed in the Northwestern Pacific on 28 September 2016. Its center was
located on the ocean 580 km northeast of Guam in the United States (14.6◦ N, 150.0◦ E). After being
generated, it traveled westward at a speed of 20–25 km per hour to the vicinity of the Malakas
generation site. Then it turned to the northwest and became a super typhoon at 8:00 a.m. on 2 October.
The minimum pressure in the center reached 920 hpa. The maximum wind speed reached 60 m/s.
The typhoon went north to east of the East China Sea, and the strong typhoon continued until 7:00 p.m.
on 4 October 2016. Then it weakened and turned to the northeast and finally hit the coast near South
Korea’s Pusan. Later, it moved into the Sea of Japan and weakened into an extratropical cyclone.
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When Chaba was still in the development stage, it traveled westward, causing the SST to drop by
1–2 ◦C (Figure 12). Most of the cooling area was located on the left side of the path, and then the typhoon
turned to the northwest and gradually strengthened into a super typhoon, causing a significant reduction
in the SST (>2 ◦C). The sea surface cooling caused by Typhoon Chaba was mainly distributed in areas with
low SLA values. Compared to those of the previous typhoons, the cooling effect caused by Chaba was
relatively small. The main reason may be that the SST dropped significantly, and the seawater mixed layer
deepened. The water temperature of the shallow sea water was slightly different to the SST.

Similarly, Chaba caused a certain degree of decline in the SLA value of the area through which
it passed. After the typhoon passed, the area’s low SLA value increased and a strong cold eddy was
generated in the typhoon’s track (Figure 13b, box F). After the typhoon transited, the warm eddy
around the typhoon path gradually weakened or even disappeared. For example, before the typhoon
crossed this sea area, there was a warm eddy in the eastern part of Taiwan Island (Figure 13a, box G).
After the typhoon transited, the main body of the warm eddy turned away from the typhoon path,
and its intensity weakened.
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Figure 13. Map of the cold and warm eddy distribution caused by Typhoon Chaba: (a) before Typhoon
Chaba passed (27 September 2016) and (b) after Typhoon Chaba transit (6 October 2016). The color on
the typhoon path is consistent with Figure 1. The bold black solid line outside the blue * (cold eddy)
and the red * (warm eddy) represents the boundary of that eddy. Red solid contours represent positive
SLA, whereas blue dashed contours represent negative SLA or zero.
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As shown in Figure 14, at the beginning of the generation of Chaba, the SLA value of the sea
area where the typhoon passed was small (−17 to 6 cm), and the maximum wind speed and pressure
of the typhoon center did not change much. From 30 September to 2 October 2016, the typhoon
passed through a region with a high SLA value (8–22 cm) and continued to strengthen and maintain
its strength for a long time. When the typhoon was strongest, the wind speed reached 60 m/s and
the center pressure was 920 hpa. After passing through the shallow sea area, the typhoon gradually
weakened and disappeared.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Impact of Tropical Cyclones on Sea Surface Temperature (SST)

To our knowledge, there have been many observations and simulations of sea temperature
changes caused by typhoons, but most have been limited to the study of certain cases. We studied
five consecutive typhoons that occurred in the Western Pacific in 2016, including LionRock, Meranti,
Malakas, Megi, and Chaba. Through the analysis of SST data and SLA data from ocean remote sensing,
we found that the typhoon-induced cooling of the sea surface is roughly distributed on the left and
right sides of the typhoon track, with a range of about 100 km. We found that in areas where the
SLA was positive before the typhoon, the degree of SSC after the typhoon passage was less than
3 ◦C. In areas where the SLA was negative before the typhoon, the degree of SSC after the typhoon
passage was usually greater than 3 ◦C. The cooling center was closer to the center of the cold eddies.
Among them, Typhoon LionRock caused the largest cooling area, as shown in Figure 2. In the warm
eddies area where the SLA was positive, the degree of cooling was small, and was concentrated in
the range of 2 to 3 ◦C. However, in the cold eddies area near the typhoon path with negative SLA,
the cooling rate was relatively large, both above 3 ◦C and even reaching 5 ◦C. Moreover, at the turning
point of Typhoon LionRock, a new cold eddy was formed, and the cooling rate was significantly
higher than other regions (>5 ◦C).Typhoon Megi had an obvious cooling in the path area, as shown in
Figure 9. The degree of cooling caused by the early typhoon was relatively small. However, after Megi
developed into a super typhoon, it caused significant cooling in the path area. In addition, the location
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of the cooling area caused by Megi was basically the same as the distribution of cold eddies, and the
cooling was more obvious in the area where the cold eddies were strong, while in the warm eddy
areas, the cooling was lower than the surrounding area.

In particular, Malakas passed to the left (Figure 6c) and Megi passed over the center (Figure 10)
of a cold eddy located to the east of Taiwan Island. The intense SSC over the cold eddy (shown in
Figures 5b and 9) suggested that both the shallower mixed layer and the uplifted thermocline structure
favored the entrainment to bring deep cold water to the surface during the typhoon passage. As a
comparison, Meranti passed to the southwest of the same cold eddy at a distance of around 250 km away
from its track (Figure 9a), and it caused a relatively weaker SSC over the cold eddy center (Figure 5a).

4.2. Impact of Translation Speed of Tropical Cyclones

The time interval between typhoon positions indicated by colored dots on the tracks in Figure 1 is
12 h. Therefore, all the five typhoons are generally fast-moving except the LionRock near its turning
points (note that the local inertial period at 30◦ N is 24 h). Since neither subsurface historical data nor
any numerical model was applied here, accurate calculations of the first baroclinic mode speeds at
each point are not available. However, an estimation of no more than 3 m/s in the sub-tropical and
mid-latitude ocean is in principle reasonable, which means also only the LionRock near its turning
points reflected a subcritical situation of slow-moving typhoon, following the criterion raised by Pan
and Sun [24] upon the Froude number (the ratio of translation speed to first mode baroclinic speed).

Here, another criterion upon the ratio of local inertial period to application time of the typhoon
wind-forcing is suggested, which reads:

TI/
D7

Uh

where TI represents the local inertial period, D7 means the level 7 wind-forcing diameter of the
typhoon, and Uh is the translation speed. The LionRock case is shown in Figure 15.
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As shown in Figure 15, subcritical (slow-moving) situations were found near the two turning
points of LionRock around 22 August and from 24 to 26 August. In particular, from 25 to early
26 August, LionRock stalled at its southwestern tip for almost one day. These subcritical situations
generated strong upwelling, caused a significant surface temperature drop of nearly 5 ◦C, and reduced
the rightward bias of SSC, which is consistent to the discussions in literature [7].

Another noticeable situation is the comparably higher initial sea surface near the southwestern
most turning points (Figure 3a). Two warm eddies were found to the right of its track. It means that
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the LionRock was stalling over a warmer surface for quite a long time, absorbing vast energy, growing
into a super typhoon and speeding up to move northeastward. It left behind a cold eddy generated by
strong upwelling, which disappeared in two days possibly due to horizontal advection. This process
can also be clearly seen in Figure 4.

4.3. Relationship between Tropical Cyclones and Sea Level Anomaly (SLA)

We found that when a typhoon crosses over a sea area, it causes SLA to respond strongly. The main
action was that the SLA obviously decreased. After Typhoon LionRock passed over the sea, the cold
eddies strengthened, while the warm eddies weakened, and the center of the cold eddy moved
toward the area close to the typhoon path, while the warm eddy moved away from the typhoon path.
After the passage of Typhoons Meranti and Malakas, SLA showed a different degree of reduction.
After Typhoon Megi passed over, the small cold eddy that existed before the typhoon merged and
intensified, and moved closer to the typhoon path. Similarly, the passage of Typhoon Chaba also
created a low value SLA area, which was located in the southwest of the northwestern Pacific greater,
and generated a stronger cold eddy at the typhoon path.

We also found that the mesoscale eddies, which existed in the upper ocean before the typhoon,
not only played an important role in the extent and location of the cooling of the sea surface, but also
had an important impact on the typhoon intensity during the typhoon passage. During Typhoon
LionRock, two different degrees of typhoon intensification occurred after the typhoon passed the
higher (or warm eddies) areas of SLA. However, when the typhoon passed through regions with
low SLA values, it maintained a constant intensity or weakened to a certain extent. The apparent
weakening of Typhoon Meranti also occurred when it passed SLA-reduced areas or arrived on land,
and the three growths in the life of Malakas occurred after passing through the relatively high value
area of SLA. At the beginning of Typhoon Megi, when it passed through the area with high SLA,
the wind speed increased, the pressure decreased, and the typhoon continued to grow. However, at the
beginning of Typhoon Chaba, the SLA of the passing sea area was small, so the maximum wind speed
and center pressure of the typhoon did not change much. The above results support the view that a
typhoon passing through a warm eddy region (i.e., relatively high SLA area) will increase in intensity.
After passing through a cold eddy region (i.e., relatively low SLA area), the typhoon intensity will
remain unchanged or gradually weaken.

5. Conclusions

In the present work, five strong or super typhoons in the Northwestern Pacific Ocean that occurred
in 2016 were selected for case studies. Satellite altimeter data and SST data were used to analyze
typhoon-induced sea surface response.

After a typhoon passed, it caused a significant cooling of the sea surface. The degree of SSC was
determined by the intensity, the translation speed of the typhoon, as well as pre-existing sea surface
conditions. In general, the SST was intensively reduced after a typhoon passed when the initial SLA
was negative, and the cooling centers were consistent with the centers of the cold eddies. On the
contrary, if the initial SLA was positive, the degree of SSC was not obvious.

Due to wind-induced upwelling, after a typhoon passed, the SLA obviously decreased.
Therefore, typhoons have a significant impact on the distribution of cold and warm eddies. Pre-existing
cold eddies are enhanced and their centers move toward the typhoon track, while warm eddies are
weakened (or even disappeared) and moved away from the typhoon track.

Considering the feedback from the ocean to the typhoon, when a typhoon passed over a high SLA
region, the maximum wind speed significantly increased and the central air pressure decreased, which
means that the typhoon has been intensified. When it passed over a low SLA region, the maximum
wind speed remained unchanged or decreased.

Upon a criterion based on the ratio of local inertial period to application time of the typhoon
wind-forcing, subcritical (slow-moving) situations were found in the LionRock case. In particular,
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LionRock was stalling at its southwest-most turning points over a comparably warmer sea surface for
more than one day. It absorbed vast energy, developed into a super typhoon and speeded up to move
northeastward, leaving behind a cold core eddy generated by strong upwelling. This distinctive case is
worthy of further discussion in subsequent research.
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